W H AT’ S NEW AT
O REG ON FLOWE RS ?
SPECIAL
POINTS OF INTEREST:
Rose Hips:
The Rose Hips„ vibrant
crimson and pumpkin
seed pods provide a
beautiful and ornamental
look. Pumpkin Rose
Hips will be available
next week!

Gluhwein: This new
oriental lily has a unique
peach color. With its
strong stem and large
upfacing bud
it is a
real
show
stopper.
COMING SOON!

Ilex: After the leaves
have fallen off, the
breathtaking view of
thousands of brightly
colored berries are visible on every stem. What
a joy to have such color
in the winter.
(Available in Orange & Red)
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Fall is Coming in Oregon!
Dutch Flower Line, New
York City Flower Market
Over the last 18 years Oregon
Flowers has built a strong relationship with Dutch Flower Line.
“Our customers are used to the
quality and they buy it” Casper
mentioned when asked why
Dutch Flower Line buys from
Oregon Flowers. They appreciate the consistency and quality
that Oregon Flowers provides.
Dutch Flower Line does not lack
in the diversity of their customers. From florists and event designers to caterers and photographers. Their many customers
look forward to Oregon Flowers‟
year round lilies, but Casper
mentioned they request
“Eremurus, Hops and Giant Allium specifically from Oregon
Flowers every year.”

Oregon Flowers is
celebrating 25 years in
business!



In August of 1985 the first
greenhouses were built.



In September 1985 the first
bulbs were planted.



In December of 1985 the
first flowers were cut and
shipped out.

Head greenhouse grower at
Oregon flowers celebrates her
25th year!
25 years ago Jeanette walked
through the door of Oregon Flowers as the first employee to be
hired. Ever since her first day Jeanette has always been a reliable and
hardworking individual.
Jeanette is responsible for all aspects of growing. Over the last
several years she has been involved
in developing our biological control
for the lily operation. The success
of the biological control has lead to
very few insecticides being used
today. This is just one example of
her determination to make a better
environment for employees and
customers.
Thank you Jeanette for your dedication to Oregon flowers!

Now Featuring: Casablanca
This breathtaking white lily is
well known for its magnificent
bloom and irresistible fragrance.
Meaning is “celebration” its no
wonder the Casablanca lily is
used in nearly all special occasions. The Casablanca lily is an
absolute standout. The huge
flowers are pure, gleaming white,
delicately flocked in a way that

adds richness and texture.
Oregon Flowers has been growing Casablanca lilies for over two
decades and through that time
they have become known for
growing strong, tall, gorgeous
Casablanca lilies.
I encourage you to experience
the beauty and enticing aroma of
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the Casablanca Lily. The exquisite Casablanca Lily is available
year round.

